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over a thousand teachers administrators with early childhood elementary secondary
researchers curriculum specialists and higher and adult education support services
publishers gathered in los angeles from such as guidance counselors and social
march 494 9 1975 for the ninth annual workers researchers administrators and
convention ofteachers ofenglish to speakers supervisors teacher trainers students and
of other languages TESOL the parent community groups
convention program provided something for another addition to this years agenda
everyone concernedconcemedwithconce medwithwith language instruction was a meeting of the national advisory
those in attendance participated in work-
shops

council comprised of delegates selected
listened to formal presentations of from the organizational affiliates the council

papers reviewed the latest in ESL nominated people for next years election
publications and met with colleagues from to the executive committee and made re-

commendationsthe US mexico and several foreign to the present executive
countries committee

TESOL can no longer be considered a also new this year were half hour teaching
US professional group A quick look at the demonstrations presented by successful
list of affiliate organizations shows members instructors growing out of the general
located in canada the dominican republic memberships demand to share the latest
ireland mexico and venezuela in addition pragmatic innovations and proven teaching
to these organized members many individual techniques each TESOL affiliate was asked
members from the middle east southeast to choose one of their members to de
asia micronesia europe and latinutin america monstratemonstrateclassroomprogramsmaterialsandclassroom programs materials and
joined the convention activities this years or approaches which had helped students
convention program featured several new learn english judging from the large
and welcome innovations to provide numbers in attendance at these practical
rewarding and educational experiences for sessions this innovation will become a
our truly international membership permanent feature of future programs

one of these innovations was the special two other minor innovations helped
interest group meeting experts shared make this convention much more enjoyable
their experiences in informal panel for many each convention gathering was
discussions rap sessionsandsessionsand problem solving divided into smoking and nonsmokingnon smoking
groups with people interested in EFL in sections for the comfort of the participants
foreign countries EFL for foreign students and freeing those who wanted to listen
in the US ESL for US residents in without having to take copious notes the
general ESL in bilingual education ESL minute tape company 3640 so sepulveda
in adult education standard english as a blvd suite no 123 los angeles CA 90034
second dialect SESD and applied recorded on cassettes all of the general and
linguistics small group sessions

several informal luncheons were planned
in an effort to increase interaction among we would like to share our impressions
convention participants various dining derived from several presentations we
areas of the hotel were designated for those attended and some of our evaluative
interested in english teaching in connection observations made during the course of the
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program we realize that other participants udsnAsmisinterpretednasinterpretedinterpreted as interference but rather
attending different or even the same sessions reflects the learners interim grammar ie
may have reached other conclusions and interlanguageinterianguage or the learners current
developed varied interpretations psychological hypothesis about the target

for years many structural linguists language

claimed that a sound ESL program rested furthermore studies in error analysis are
upon a detailed contrastive analysis of the showing that a learning hierarchy exists for
first and second languages under consid-
eration

the acquisition of certain features in english
era tion transformational grammarians who various measuring devices are included in
hold to the existence of a universal human the studies showing that the age and linguistic
grammar deny the validity of such a claim background of the learners seem to have

for the transformationalists the first and little influence on changing the order of
second language differences are merely acquisition

studies in error analysis show the order
mr foley an executive of the of function word and inflection acquisition

hawaii council of teachers of english within the noun phrase in english to be
represented hawaii on the national 1 plural 2 article and 3 possession with-

inadvisory council mr gallagher the verb phrase the order is 1 progressive

presented a paper 2 copula 3 auxilliaauxiliaryry 4 irregular past
and 5 third person s see krashen in press

this implies an order of acquisition which
superficial and not essential for ESL teaching may run counter to many popular second
newmark 1971 at the convention language programs where materials are

however delegates referred to studies of structured to prevent errors
errors by second language learners to tests upshor 1966 and mason 1971
determine if these errors might be due to reported at the convention by fathman show
interference from the first language see that adults do require extensive meaningful

madden 1974bailey and krashen exposure and formal instruction in the
structuralists hold that such interference target language or dialect while increasing

is one of the major reasons which impede
evidence shows that students from 6156456 15

progress in second language acquisition
of do not require formal ieyears age anythese errors can be predicted the structura-

lists classroom instruction is sufficientposit through contrastive studies and exposure
for them to learn a new language seethen drills can be devised to eliminate the

mistakes fathman 1974 adults beyond age 15

usually demand grammatical explanationshowever research reported at the
the security of thereperhaps gaining knowingconvention showed that these errors made

are principled reasons for the linguisticby second language learners are not so
much a result of interference from the first phenomena they are being exposed to

language as they are developmental in included in another presentation were
nature that is the errors made are the various theories to account for the presence
same errors all language learners both first of a foreign accent 1 accent is a
and second from different linguistic back result of a psychological habit on the part
grounds make as they progress towards of the articulators so that nerves and muscles
complete language acquisition see dulay and perhaps neurological functions of
and burt 19731974 articulation progressively become rigid with

some researchers label this stage of second age then by the time a second language
language acquisition interlanguage for learner reaches a certain age or level of
example a student may generalize the past physical development he is physiologically
rule or in this case overgeneralize and say incapable of acquiring a second language
goed for went this error should not be native accent 2 some psychologists claim
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accent may be a result of psychological dulay H & M burt 1974 natural
habit formation and 3 necessary sequences in child second language ac-

quisitionunderlying empathy with the secondlanguagesecond language language learning 2437532437 53
community is lacking tarone reported that
his studies show that increased empathy in gardner R & W lambert 1972 attitudes
language learners results in better pronoun and motivation in second language
ciaclationtion since second Llanguageanguagelanguage learners learning newbury house rowley
normally retain an accent even after years mass
of study and foreign residency there is

also another possibility that accent may be fathman A 1974 the relationship
connected to psychological notions of between age and second language pro-

ductiveselfhood ability paper presented at the
winter meeting of the linguistic society

in one session a panel from educational
of america december 1974 new york

testing service ofprincetonofprinceton NJ described
their efforts to construct a new TOEFL

krashenRrashen steven in the criticalexamination the present test has been in press

use for the past 15 years ETS is anxious to period for language acquisition and its
work with educators in institutions in making possible bases annuals of the new york
changes and additions to the new TOEFL academy of science

which they hope to begin administering mason C 1971 the relevance of
next year they recommended in using intensive training in english as a foreign
the old test that each school or program language for university students
should establish their own cutoffscut offs and language learning 21 197204197 204
interpretations for TOEFL results

newmark L 1971 A minimal language
TESOL now publishes a collection of the teaching program in the psychology

convention papers the 74 collection is now of second language learning P pimsleur

available so those who are interested in re-
viewing

and T quinn eds cambridge press

all of the ideas may purchase a copy cambridge england
of the collection or order the previously
mentioned tape recordings tarone E 1975 influences on interl-

anguage phonology paper presented
in general the convention proved at the ninth annual TESOL convention

worthwhile many speakers were out-
standing

march 1975 los angeles
the publishers displays were

extensive and the opportunity to meet taylor B 09741974 toward a theory of
colleagues and discuss ideas was refreshingly language acquisition language learning
stimulating 233523 35

upshur J 09681968 four experiments on

bibliography the relation between foreign language
teaching and learning language
learning 1811112418111 124bailey N C madden & S krashen 09741974

Is there a natural sequence in adult
second language learning language
learning 24 235244235 244 next yearyen the TESOLTMLtalconventionCONVENHON wiff be heldwdheid

dulay H & M burt 1973 should in newiw yorkcityYorkCitywe teach children syntax language
learning 23 235252235 252




